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What’s in this
booklet?
This STEM Creator’s Guide
includes step-by-step
instructions for building your
very own da Vinci bridge from
craft sticks, plus an activity to put
your bridge to the test.

Pitsco
Bridges Fact

Pitsco has more than 100
different products related to
bridges and bridge building. One
material that has been popular
for Pitsco bridge building is balsa
wood. Pitsco has sold more than
50 million feet of balsa sticks
for projects such as bridge
building!

Did you
know?
Leonardo da Vinci used
a type of writing called
mirror writing. Mirror writing is
done from right to left instead of
the traditional left to right used in
European styles of writing. The text is
backward, so the only way to read it
is to hold it up to a mirror. It doesn’t
sound very easy, does it? But it
can keep a nosy sibling from
reading your diary!

LET’S MAKE
Gather
Your
Supplies
So we can, you know, do this thing!
Craft sticks
Not included: Ruler or measuring tape and Several items to use as weight for your bridge
Optional: A helper (makes building the bridge easier)

Step 1
Lay out one craft stick horizontally and then place two other craft sticks on
top vertically at the ends.

Step 2
Lay another craft stick horizontally at the center of the two vertical craft
sticks.

Step 3
Lift the top horizontal craft stick and place two more craft sticks vertically
under that one and over the other horizontal craft stick. (A helper will make it
easier if he or she lifts while you add the two supporting craft sticks.)

Step 4
Repeat the process for adding another crossing horizontal craft stick and two
supporting vertical craft sticks.

Step 5
Continue repeating this process, alternating the locations of the supporting
vertical craft sticks until you have a clearance of two inches over the surface
you are building on.

Will it Hold Up?
Test
Your
Da
Vinci
Bridge
Let’s see what we’re working with!
UNDER STRESS
Your bridge is finished; now you
need to see if it holds up! Place
your weights on it one at a time
and see if the bridge will stay up.

What happened to the bridge as you added weight?
What do you think would happen if the bridge were wider or longer
if you added weight?

bridges
SPOTLIGHT

The Caravan Bridge
over the Meles River in
Izmir, Turkey, is the oldest
known bridge in the world.
It was built by the Romans
in 850 BC, making it more
than 3,000 years old,
and it is still in use
today!

Activity
1
Plan It, Span It
Gather
Your
Supplies
So we can go the distance!
Craft sticks
Not included: Ruler or measuring tape and Several items to use as weight for your bridge
Optional: A helper (makes building the bridge easier)

Civil engineers must design and construct bridges and determine the best strength-to-cost ratio for the
bridges they plan to build. To do this they must determine how much building material is needed for
the bridge to be the length they want to cross or the height they need to reach.
These calculations are important for figuring out how much it will cost to build the bridge and for
making sure there will be enough material for the bridge.

You will now determine what it takes to span a distance and reach a height using the bridge design
you constructed. You will also find out how much weight the bridge can hold at these distances.
Follow the same steps as earlier to build bridges using the number of craft sticks indicated for each
bridge. Measure the distance each bridge spans, the height of each bridge, and the amount of weight
each can hold before it collapses.
In the following table, record the weight held, height, and span distance for da Vinci bridges built with
the number of craft sticks shown.

Number of
Craft Sticks

Weight Held

Height (in.)

Span Distance (in.)

7
10
13
16
19
21
24
27
30

Graph 1
Graph the number of craft sticks vs the weight
held.

Graph 2

Graph 3

Graph the number of craft sticks vs the
height.

Graph the number of craft sticks vs the span
distance.

Bonus Challenge!

Find out how big you can make a da Vinci bridge using the craft sticks you have available.

THINK ABOUT IT
Ask
the
Question
Because understanding the why is important.
How many craft
sticks would it e
ic
take to span twof
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bridge?

What seems to
be the biggest
weakness of a
da Vinci bridge?
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@ HOME

But
wait,
there’s
more!
More learning, more resources, more activities, and more giveaways.
Visit Pitsco.com/STEMatHome.
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